Aerohive Retail Deployment Guide
Part 1: Planning

This is the first part in a planned series of guides explaining how to plan, configure, install, and maintain Aerohive
products within several common retail business environments. The scope of the complete deployment
encompasses office headquarters, distribution centers, and two types of branch store sites—larger stand-alone
flagship stores located in upscale shopping districts of major cities and smaller regional in-line stores in shopping
malls. The focus here is mainly on distribution centers and retail sites. Office building deployments will be covered in
a separate guide.
The planning stage is explored in this guide. Here you determine the number of clients you expect to serve, the type
of traffic you expect on the network, the amount of throughput you want the network to provide, and the number
of access points you need and where to mount them for optimal coverage.
The network design for distribution centers and stores is described in the next part: Network Policies. Other guides in
this series will cover topics such as retail analytics with Euclid integration, VPN tunnels for communication from sites
back to internal servers in the corporate data center, settings and report generation for PCI DSS compliance, rollout
strategies, and various aspects of network maintenance and software upgrades.
Note: The networks described in this guide consist of Aerohive APs, switches, routers, and VPNs. It explains how to
configure them in unified network policies through HiveManager Classic, the Aerohive central management system.
If you already have non-Aerohive switching, routing, and VPN components in place, you can still integrate
Aerohive APs with them. Simply read the sections in this guide that apply to a wireless deployment and skip the rest.
The settings in this guide are based on HiveManager Classic 6.4r1 and HiveOS 6.4r1 for all Aerohive devices except
the AP390. The latest version that the AP390 supports at the time of this writing is HiveOS 6.0r2e. (HiveManager
Classic 6.4r1 can manage devices running HiveOS 6.4r1 as well as ones running earlier HiveOS versions.)

To learn more about Aerohive products, visit www.aerohive.com/techdocs
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Introduction
The major initial tasks of any wireless deployment involve setting coverage and capacity goals, creating a
predictive model that calculates how many APs you need and where to place them to satisfy those goals within
the physical environment of the site, verifying the accuracy of the predictions by performing a manual site survey,
and then making any adjustments as necessary.

Setting Coverage and Capacity Goals
Key Points: Determine network needs by interviewing stakeholders and, if replacing an existing network, by using
network monitoring tools to learn about its characteristics.
The following factors must be considered when determining the type and number of APs to deploy:
1.

The maximum number of client devices that will be concurrently transmitting and receiving traffic on each SSID

2.

The types and capabilities of the client devices

3.

The types of applications they will use

4.

The mobility of users while on the network

5.

The minimum throughput levels you want to provide

To learn more about Aerohive products, visit www.aerohive.com/techdocs
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A common way to gather this information is to interview people such as site managers as well as the people
working on the sales floor, in the warehouse, in the lobby, and so on. You can conduct interviews in person as well
as send questionnaires to them.
For new, or greenfield, wireless deployments, start by asking the people at each site to estimate how many users—
and, more importantly, how many wireless devices--they anticipate will be active on the network simultaneously.
Ask them what types of devices will be used and what the users’ objectives are. Managers’ estimates about
employees and company devices should be fairly accurate because they already know how many employees
and devices will be on the network, the device types, and their intended uses. Regarding the number of customers
using wireless devices, estimates will necessarily be less precise but still worth gathering. Ask not only about their
immediate requirements but what they imagine they will need five years from now. In many cases, you will receive
business objectives (shorter checkout lines) that you must translate into technical objectives (introduce mobile POS).
Educating people about how technical solutions can satisfy business objectives is part of the planning process.
When replacing an existing wireless network, ask the same
questions but in addition to collecting future estimates, also get
statistics and observations about the network being replaced.
Activity and performance on the current network can be
measured with various network monitoring tools that regularly
poll, probe, and scan networks; remote collectors that get data
from agents running on network devices; and inline appliances
that monitor and analyze the packets that flow through them. Try
to obtain access to such measurements if they are available.
You can then take the information you have gathered and
check LAN and WLAN traffic studies to develop bandwidth
targets for the different types of users, client devices, and traffic
types. Also, because you are replacing an existing network, it
must have had some shortcomings that prompted the change.
Find out what problems people had with the network and where
in the building they tended to occur.

Application Visibility and Control
After deploying Aerohive, you can use the AVC
(application visibility and control) feature to see
which applications are on the network, how
much bandwidth various Layer 7 applications
and Layer 3 services consume, what client types
(by OS) are on the network, and which clients
and which APs are the most active. Using this
data, you can modify firewall and QoS policies
to improve network performance and change
the number of APs or their locations to enhance
coverage and capacity. Recall that the
Aerohive ROI—return on investment—is linear
and that you can always add another AP for
just the cost of that AP and the license to
manage it with HiveManager Classic.

It is also important to learn as much as you can about the wired
network with which the Aerohive devices must integrate, such as its addressing scheme and topology.

To learn more about Aerohive products, visit www.aerohive.com/techdocs
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Performing a Predictive Site Survey
Key Points: Use the HiveManager Classic Wi-Fi planning tool to predict wireless coverage.
After gathering information about the goals and expected uses of the wireless network, use the Aerohive Wi-Fi
planning tool in HiveManager Classic to estimate how many APs are needed and where to put them. The following
section summarizes how to use it. To learn more about the planner, see the instructional video at
www.youtube.com/watch?v=P9KEILr78J0 and the HiveManager Classic online Help.
First, obtain image files (.png
or .jpg format) of the blueprints or
floor plans for each site and
import them into HiveManager
Classic for use with the built-in
planner and map tools. If such
files are unavailable, you can use
the Google Maps tool integrated
into the planner and draw the
floor plans yourself. HiveManager
Classic refers to these as maps,
which are organized within folders.
Next, use the drawing tools in
HiveManager Classic to add
various types of walls, doors, and
windows to the maps. Take your time to draw these objects carefully and identify the various wall types you include
because the more accurate and detailed a map is, the more accurate the planner can be at predicting signal
attenuation and determining the ideal locations to put APs.
After that, choose the type of AP you intend to install and the type of
coverage you want to provide (basic connectivity, high speed connectivity,
voice, or location tracking). Then use the automatic placement feature to
predict good locations for installing the APs and the estimated coverage they
will provide. Based on various factors such as the size or the area, the types of
APs, the type of coverage, and the various objects drawn on the map,
HiveManager Classic determines the optimal number of APs and places AP
icons at key positions on the map. You can then see the transmission power
levels and channel reuse patterns they will use for both the 5 GHz and 2.4 GHz
bands.
If you notice any gaps in coverage, or if the icons cannot be mounted where
HiveManager Classic placed them—perhaps for aesthetic or practical
reasons—you can manually click an icon and drag it around on the map. You
can also manually add more icons to a map and remove them, and
HiveManager Classic will automatically adjust all the Tx power levels and
channel choices to fit the changes you introduce.

To learn more about Aerohive products, visit www.aerohive.com/techdocs

5 GHz and 2.4 GHz Bands
Because they operate at higher
frequencies, 5 GHz radios
produce smaller coverage cells
than 2.4 GHz radios when both
are at the same power levels.
When APs provide network
access in both bands, calculate
AP placement for 5 GHz cell sizes
at one Tx power level first and
then lower the power for the 2.4
GHz radio to create similarly sized
cells. Optionally, you can disable
the 2.4 GHz radio on some of the
APs and adjust the overall 2.4
GHz coverage that way.
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Performing a Manual Site Survey
Key Points: Verify your predictions by going on site and performing a manual site survey. Ekahau, AirMagnet, and
TamoGraph provide good site survey tools that you can use for this.
By performing predictive site surveys using the Aerohive Wi-Fi planning tool,
you can develop a good idea of where to place APs and what power levels
to set to meet the coverage and capacity requirements learned during the
interview stage. However, a predictive site survey cannot cover the existence
of neighboring WLANs, which can create adjacent and co-channel
interference, and the existence of electromagnetic signals from nearby nonWi-Fi devices, which can raise the noise floor, affecting the SNR of devices on
the WLAN. To learn about these RF signals, you need to perform a manual site
survey that includes spectrum analysis.
By going on site and conducting a manual real-time survey, you can verify the
accuracy of the predictive survey when applied within the architectural and
RF environments where the APs will operate. You can then make whatever
adjustments are necessary to realize your WLAN design goals and deliver a
wireless solution that meets the level of service required.

SNR (Signal-to-Noise Ratio)
The signal-to-noise ratio is the
difference in decibels between
the received Wi-Fi signal and raw
(unmodulated) ambient RF
energy (noise floor). The higher
the SNR, the less interference Wi-Fi
devices will encounter from
nearby non-Wi-Fi sources. In
general, a minimum SNR of 20 dB
is recommended for data
networks and 25 dB for voice.

Here are a couple of useful points to keep in mind when doing a manual site survey:
•

For data services, design the WLAN so that the communicating wireless devices have a minimum RSSI (received
signal strength indicator) of -70 dBm and an SNR of 20 dB or higher. For a WLAN supporting voice and video,
implement a design in which the RSSI is at least -67 dBm with an SNR of 23 dB or higher.

•

Ideally, a client should be able to detect a signal of -70 dBm or better from one AP and another signal of -75
dBm or better from one or more others. The client connects to the AP with the better signal first, and then if it
moves closer to a different one, it can roam to that AP when its signal grows stronger than that of the first one. If
a client can detect very strong signals from several APs, too many have been deployed or they are transmitting
too powerfully. To correct this situation, you can reduce the number of transmitting APs or lower their Tx power.

The following are some popular tools for conducting manual site surveys and spectrum analysis (they also provide
excellent predictive site survey tools as well):
•

Ekahau Site Survey and Ekahau Spectrum Analyzer

•

AirMagnet Survey (a site survey tool that can integrate with
AirMagnet Wi-Fi and spectrum analysis tools; the PRO
version includes a built-in planner)

•

TamoGraph Site Survey (integrates with the MetaGeek WiSpy spectrum analyzer)

Note: Although Aerohive does not provide a manual site survey
tool, it does include a spectrum analyzer on most access points
and the BR200-WP. The built-in spectrum analyzer is a useful tool
for checking RF interference after the deployment, which is
good to do periodically because of the dynamic nature of the
wireless medium.

Binoculars, Zoom Lenses, and Camera
When conducting a manual site survey at a
warehouse or any large open space, a pair of
binoculars or a camera with good zoom
capabilities can be quite useful. Because of the
high ceilings, they make it easier to see from the
ground where many of the APs will be mounted
high above, allowing you to check for good
mounting surfaces as well as for anything that
might cause interference. Also, you can use the
camera to photograph where you intend each
AP to be mounted.

To learn more about Aerohive products, visit www.aerohive.com/techdocs
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Example Deployment Plans
Key Points: After gathering information, you determine that there are four types of sites: corporate headquarters,
distribution centers, large stand-alone flagship stores, and smaller in-line stores. Example deployment plans for
distribution centers and the two types of stores are presented.
After gathering network requirements and conducting site surveys, you have enough information to determine the
types of Aerohive equipment to deploy at each site, where to install it, and how to configure it.
This section contains examples of deployment plans based on interviews and site surveys. It summarizes the network
requirements for distribution centers, large stand-alone stores, and in-line stores in shopping malls—a design for an
enterprise deployment will be covered in a separate guide—and shows the AP layout and coverage patterns on
maps imported into HiveManager Classic for the pilot sites. It also includes diagrams showing a unified wired and
wireless network of Aerohive APs, switches, and routers and how they connect to each other on the network.
Based on interviews with managers, staff, and IT personnel, you have concluded that there are two main types of
users and two main types of wireless clients. There are employees and guests (store customers and visitors at
distribution centers), and company issued and personally owned devices.

There will be different types of wireless and wired connections. Guests and employees with personal devices will
need Internet access. Employees with company devices will need access to the Internet and the corporate
network, including inventory and file servers in the corporate data center. For PCI DSS compliance, all POS devices
will need to be on a separate subnet/VLAN. Other requirements unique to each site are explained below.
Overall there are 5 distribution centers, 20 flagship stores, and 150 inline shops throughout the country.

To learn more about Aerohive products, visit www.aerohive.com/techdocs
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Distribution Centers
The floor plan of the pilot site for distribution centers is shown below. The facility, including the surrounding grounds,
is approximately 52,500 square feet (4877 square meters). A graphic file of the floor plan in .png format was
imported into HiveManager Classic for use with the Aerohive Wi-Fi planning tool.

To learn more about Aerohive products, visit www.aerohive.com/techdocs
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Wireless Network Requirements
There are three SSIDs in distribution centers. One uses 802.1X/EAP and external RADIUS servers integrated with Active
Directory, another uses private PSKs, and the third is an open SSID with a captive web portal for guests and
employees using personal wireless devices. The APs and other wired network devices connect to two 48-port
Aerohive switches, which in turn connect to a third-party LER (Multi-Packet Label Switching label edge router).

802.1X SSID
Concurrently connected wireless clients on the wireless network: 14 (18+ during peak seasons)
Types of clients:
•

802.11n Windows laptops for the manager, assistant managers, office staff, and visitors from HQ

•

802.11a/b/g fixed-mount mobile computers running Windows on forklifts

Client applications/network uses: ERP (enterprise resource planning) system, inventory management, corporate
email, corporate messaging, and web browsing
Mobility: Laptops are stationary but must be able to connect anywhere in the facility, so portability is more
important for them than mobility. The mounted computers on forklifts are highly mobile.
Required throughput: 1 Mbps per client device

To learn more about Aerohive products, visit www.aerohive.com/techdocs
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Private PSK SSID
Concurrently connected wireless clients: 40 (65+ during peak seasons)
Types of clients:
•

802.11a/g/n VoIP phones

•

802.11n Android smart devices with a barcode reader in the packaging lines

•

802.11b/g/n Android tablets for managing inventory and deliveries in the warehouse, loading and
unloading docks, and delivery trucks while on the premises

•

802.11b/g dedicated barcode scanners for managing inventory throughout the facility

•

802.11b/g barcode label printers and worksheet printers

•

802.11b/g/n 720p HD security cameras in the delivery area of the truck parking lot

Client applications/network uses: VoIP call signaling and streaming, inventory management, printing, and
H.264 for streaming video at 12-15 FPS (frames per second)
Mobility: Security cameras and worksheet printers are stationary. VoIP phones, tablets, and barcode label
printers are mobile.
Required throughput: 20-87.2 Kbps per VoIP phone (depending on codec); 100 Kbps per client device for
printing, scanning, and inventory management; 1.5-2 Mbps per camera for streaming video
Open SSID with a captive web portal
Concurrently connected wireless clients on the wireless network: 10 (20+ during peak seasons)
Types of clients: 802.11a/b/g/n (soon 802.11ac) BYOD smart devices from employees and visitors
Client applications/network uses: Limited Internet access for web browsing and email
Mobility: Users might move around while using their devices.
Required throughput: 500 Kbps per client device
Access points: (16) AP390 devices for the office and warehouse, and (2) AP1130 devices for security cameras and
trucks in the parking lots and inventory on the loading docks
Switches: (2) SR2148P switches
Routers: (1) Third-party MPLS router that extends the corporate LAN from HQ to the distribution center.

To learn more about Aerohive products, visit www.aerohive.com/techdocs
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AP Locations
Using the Wi-Fi planning tool, walls were drawn over the walls in the floor plan and the positions of the APs were
calculated at installation heights of 12 feet (3.66 meters) for the office area and 40 feet (12.2 meters) for the
warehouse and parking lots. Different RF environments were used for the different coverage areas (office,
warehouse, and outdoor – suburban) and adjustments were made to the number of APs and radio power levels.
These estimates were used when performing a manual site survey with an AP390 and AP1130. Then based on the
results of the survey and spectrum analysis, the APs were repositioned further on the map.
Note: The AP390 and AP1130 are 802.11ac access points. Although none of the clients currently in use at the
distribution centers support this standard, these APs were chosen in anticipation of an intended client upgrade. If
that were not so, then the AP350 and AP170, both of which support 802.11n, would have been good choices.

To learn more about Aerohive products, visit www.aerohive.com/techdocs
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During the predictive site survey, the Aerohive planning tool provides a single setting for the RF environment and
another setting for the AP installation height for all the APs on a map. When there are multiple RF environments and
installation heights for different areas on the same map, one approach you can take to help HiveManager Classic
make more accurate estimates is to create several folders (the configuration objects that contain maps) with the
same background image and draw a perimeter around a different area of the map in each folder. You can then
set the appropriate RF environment and AP installation height for the area within each perimeter. The results of this
are shown above in an exploded view below so that you can see each area of the map together.

Channel Reuse Plans
The above approach works well for creating more accurate coverage estimates, but it does not take into account
adjacent areas when generating a channel reuse plan. Such considerations are critical in designing a WLAN that
reduces cochannel interference that occurs when radios transmit on the same channel in overlapping areas. For
HiveManager Classic to generate a channel reuse plan for the entire site, you can create a fourth folder with the
same background image and a perimeter encompassing the building. Place AP icons in the same locations as in
the individual folders, and then view the automatically generated channels.

Mounting APs low on
walls at opposite ends
of adjacent aisles can
minimize CCI by using
rack contents to
attenuate signal. This
technique is used here
so two APs separated
by three rows of racks
can both transmit on
channel 1.

To learn more about Aerohive products, visit www.aerohive.com/techdocs
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If you are not satisfied with the automatically selected channels, you can manually change them quite easily
(HiveManager Classic indicates manually set channels with an asterisk). The previous illustration shows a channel
reuse plan for channels 1, 6, and 11 using a combination of automatically generated and manually set channels.

Wired Network Connections
The installation locations of the APs, their power levels, and channel settings are in place. The next item to consider
is how to power and connect them to the wired network. The illustration below shows how the devices on the
network are logically grouped and how they connect to one another on the Ethernet network. The MPLS router,
one of the switches, NVR server, and UPS (uninterruptible power supply) are in the MDF (main distribution frame)
closet near the office area at the left end of the building. The other switch is in an IDF (intermediate distribution
frame) closet with its own UPS near the middle. Because there are two wiring closets spread apart like this, none of
the Ethernet cables exceeds a distance of 300 feet (91.44 meters).

Note: Although the maximum distance for an Ethernet cable run is 328 feet (100 meters), the best practice is to set
a lower maximum to allow for slack and twists that naturally occur whenever cable is run between devices.

To learn more about Aerohive products, visit www.aerohive.com/techdocs
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Stand-alone Stores
The floor plan of the pilot site of a large stand-alone store is shown below. The store, including the delivery area in
back, is approximately 15,500 square feet (4725 square meters). A graphic .png file of the floor plan in .png format
was imported into HiveManager Classic for use with the Aerohive Wi-Fi planning tool.

To learn more about Aerohive products, visit www.aerohive.com/techdocs
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Wireless Network Requirements
The following are the network requirements for stand-alone stores. There are three SSIDs to provide different levels of
network access. The APs and other wired network devices connect to the 48-port Aerohive switch, which in turn
connects to an Aerohive router. The router provides a redundant WAN link and acts as a VPN client securing
connections to the internal servers in the corporate data center.
Note: The Private PSK SSID features two user profiles: one for company-issued wireless devices that are not involved
with credit card transactions at mPOS (mobile point-of-sale) terminals, and another that isolates all traffic relating to
such transactions onto a separate VLAN with a strict firewall policy as required by PCI DSS regulations.

To learn more about Aerohive products, visit www.aerohive.com/techdocs
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802.1X SSID
Concurrently connected wireless clients: 4 (6+ during peak seasons)
Types of clients:
•

802.11n Windows laptops for the store manager, assistant managers, and visitors from HQ

•

802.11a/b/g fixed-mount mobile computer running Windows on the forklift

Client applications/network uses: ERP system, inventory management, corporate email, corporate messaging
Mobility: Laptops are typically stationary but can be moved throughout the store, so portability is more
important for them than mobility. The mounted computer on the forklift is mobile.
Minimum required throughput: 1 Mbps per client device
Private PSK SSID
Non-PCI-compliant user profile
Concurrently connected wireless clients: 10 (15+ during peak seasons)
Types of clients:
•

802.11a/g/n VoIP phones for staff communications

•

802.11b/g barcode label printers

•

802.11b/g barcode scanners for managing inventory in the stockroom and on the sales floor

Client applications/network uses: VoIP, printing, inventory management
Mobility: Barcode label printers, scanners, and VoIP phones are mobile as employees move through the store.
Minimum required throughput: 20-87.2 Kbps per VoIP phone (depending on codec); 100 Kbps per client device
for printing, scanning, and inventory management
PCI-compliant user profile
Concurrently connected wireless clients: 10 (15+ during peak seasons)
Types of clients:
•

802.11n iPhones with an MSR (magnetic stripe reader) and built-in barcode scanner for mPOS on the
sales floor

•

802.11n iPads with an MSR for POS behind the counter

•

802.11n barcode scanners for POS behind the counter

•

802.11n receipt printers

Client applications/network uses: mPOS (mobile point-of-sale) through SSL to the payment processor, inventory
management, printing
Mobility: The iPhones with MSRs and scanners and the mobile receipt printers are continually moving through
the store. The iPads with MSRs, barcode scanners, and receipt printers by registers are stationary.
Minimum required throughput: 100 Kbps per client device

To learn more about Aerohive products, visit www.aerohive.com/techdocs
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Open SSID with a captive web portal
Concurrently connected wireless clients: 10 (25+ during peak seasons)
Types of clients: 802.11a/b/g/n (soon 802.11ac) BYOD smart devices from employees and visitors
Client applications/network uses: Limited guest Internet access for web browsing and email
Mobility: Employees and guests move throughout the store
Minimum required throughput: 500 Kbps per client device with best-effort QoS
Access points: (2) AP230 devices for the sales floor, (4) AP390
devices for the stockroom, and (1) AP1130 for the loading dock
area
Switches: (1) SR2148P switch
Routers: (1) Aerohive router, using a leased line as the primary WAN
link for the store and a wireless USB modem or embedded wireless
LTE-VZ modem as a backup WAN link:
•

BR200 with a dedicated wireless modem

•

BR200-LTE-VZ if the site is in an area that supports Verizon
and you have a Verizon account. You can use the BR200LTE-VZ to provide WAN failover from the Ethernet WAN link
to the wireless USB modem.

BR200-LTE-VZ
The BR200-LTE-VZ includes five gigabit
Ethernet switch ports, a single 802.11n radio,
an embedded Verizon 4G LTE module for
WAN connectivity, and is powered only via a
power adaptor. It also includes up to two
PoE ports to extend power to any devices
requiring 15.4 watts or less to operate. The
BR200-LTE-VZ ports are like this:
•

One 10/100/1000-Mbps WAN port

•

Four 10/100/1000-Mbps LAN ports (Two of
the four ports are PoE sources with a total
power budget of 30.8 Watts)

AP Locations
Using the Aerohive Wi-Fi planning tool, walls, doors, and other objects were drawn in and the positions of APs were
calculated. Different RF environments were used for the different coverage areas:
•

Sales floor = auto-adjust; AP installation height = 20 feet (6.1 meters)

•

Stockroom = warehouse; AP installation height = 30 feet (9.14 meters)

•

Outside (by the loading dock) = outdoor-dense urban; AP installation height = 30 feet (9.14 meters)

Some adjustments were made to the number of APs and radio power levels. These estimates were used when
performing a manual site survey with an AP230, AP390, and AP1130. Then based on the results of the survey and
spectrum analysis, the APs were repositioned further on the map.
The results of the predictive site survey using the Aerohive Wi-Fi planning tool in HiveManager Classic are shown
below. Using the technique explained in the previous section, multiple folders with the same background image
were created and a perimeter was drawn around the office area on one map, the warehouse area on another,
and the entire building on a third. Then a different RF environment and AP installation height was specified for each
map. The estimated coverage for all these areas was then combined and presented in the exploded view below
so that you can see each area of the map together.

To learn more about Aerohive products, visit www.aerohive.com/techdocs
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Channel Reuse Plans
To generate a channel reuse plan that takes into account adjacent areas, a fourth folder was created with the
same background image and a perimeter around the building. The AP icons were placed in the same locations as
in the three individual folders, and HiveManager Classic automatically generated channels for the entire site. The
following illustration shows the automatically generated channel reuse plan for the 2.4 GHz band. As you can see,
HiveManager Classic neatly and automatically separated radio transmissions for channels 1, 6, and 11.

To learn more about Aerohive products, visit www.aerohive.com/techdocs
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Wired Network Connections
With the installation locations of the APs, their power levels, and channel settings in place, you must next consider
how to provide them with power and connect them to the wired network. With an SR2148P switch in the MDF (main
distribution frame) closet next to the manager’s office in roughly the middle of the site, you can cable all of the APs
to it and power them by PoE without any of the Ethernet cables exceeding a distance of 280 feet (85.34 meters).

The following diagram shows all the devices in the MDF, including an Aerohive router (a BR200 with a wireless USB
modem or a BR200-LTE-VZ) and an SR2148P switch. It also shows the types of devices and wall jacks that connect to
the various ports on the switch and the port type assignments.

To learn more about Aerohive products, visit www.aerohive.com/techdocs
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Shopping Mall In-line Stores
The floor plan of an in-line store pilot site at a shopping mall is shown below. The store, including the back stockroom,
is approximately 332 square feet (101 square meters). A graphic .png file of the floor plan in .png format was
imported into HiveManager Classic for use with the Aerohive Wi-Fi planning tool.

Wireless Network Requirements
The following are the network requirements for in-line stores in shopping malls. There are two SSIDs, one using
802.1X/EAP and external RADIUS servers integrated with Active Directory and another using private PSKs. The BR200WP or BR200-LTE-VZ is set to use its 2.4 GHz radio in access mode. It has a redundant WAN link and acts as a VPN
client securing connections to the inventory and file servers in the corporate data center. The 2.4 GHz radio on the
AP230 operates in access and sensor mode and its 5 GHz radio operates solely in sensor mode, gathering client
data for retail analytics.
802.1X SSID
Concurrently connected wireless clients: 2 (4+ during peak seasons)
Types of clients: 802.11n Windows laptops for the store manager, assistant managers, and visitors from HQ
Client applications/network uses: ERP system, inventory management, corporate email, corporate messaging
Mobility: Laptops are typically stationary but can be moved throughout the store, so portability is more
important than mobility for them.
Minimum guaranteed throughput: 1 Mbps per client device
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Private PSK SSID
Non-PCI-compliant user profile
Concurrently connected wireless clients: 3 (5+ during peak seasons)
Types of clients:
•

802.11b/g barcode label printers

•

802.11b/g barcode scanners for managing inventory in the stockroom and on the sales floor

Client applications/network uses: printing, inventory management, VoIP
Mobility: Barcode label printers, scanners, and VoIP phones are mobile as employees move through the store.
Minimum required throughput: 100 Kbps per client device
PCI-compliant user profile
Concurrently connected wireless clients: 3 (5+ during peak seasons)
Types of clients:
•

802.11n iPhones with an MSR (magnetic stripe reader) and built-in barcode scanner for mPOS (mobile
point-of-sale) on the sales floor

•

802.11n iPads with an MSR for POS behind the counter

•

802.11n barcode scanners for POS behind the counter

•

802.11n receipt printers

Client applications/network uses: mPOS (mobile point-of-sale) through SSL to the payment processor, inventory
management, printing
Mobility: The iPhones with MSRs and scanners and the mobile receipt printers are continually moving through
the store. The iPads with MSRs, barcode scanners, and receipt printers by registers are stationary.
Minimum required throughput: 100 Kbps per client device
Access points: (1) AP230 device on the sales floor for network access and retail analytics
Routers: (1) Aerohive router, using a leased line as the primary WAN link for the store and a wireless USB modem or
embedded wireless LTE-VZ modem as a backup WAN link:
•

BR200-WP with a dedicated wireless modem

•

BR200-LTE-VZ if the site is in an area that supports Verizon and you have a Verizon account. You can use the
BR200-LTE-VZ to provide WAN failover from the Ethernet WAN link to the wireless USB modem.
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AP Locations
Using the Wi-Fi planning tool, walls were drawn in and the positions of the AP230 and BR200-WP devices were
calculated. Because the barcode scanners and label printers operate in the 2.4 GHz band, the BR200-WP is set to
use its 2.4 GHz radio to cover the stockroom and back of the sales floor as shown below.

Stockroom and Sales Floor:
Environment: Auto-estimate
AP installation height: 20 feet
(6.1 meters)
BR and AP type and quantity:
BR200-WP (1 unit)
AP230 (1 unit)
Radio power settings:
BR200-WP: 0 dBm for 5 GHz, 10
dBm for 2.4 GHz
AP230: 15 dBm for 5 GHz, 6
dBm for 2.4 GHz
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The AP230 provides 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz coverage for the sales floor and an area of the mall outside the storefront.
This enables it to collect data about walk-bys (people who walk past the store but do not enter) and storefront
conversion rates (the percentage of people who enter the store out of all those who pass by).

Wired Network Connections
The following diagram shows how the AP and Ethernet wall jacks in the store link to an Aerohive router and how it
connects to a modem. It also states the port types assigned to the four LAN ports on the router.
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HQ Office Building
The corporate headquarters will have a large number of Aerohive APs and switches and will be covered in a
separate guide about enterprise deployments.
There is no pilot site at HQ. The enterprise deployment will involve a different rollout strategy: doing one floor of the
building first and then expanding to others until the Aerohive deployment is complete. During such as phased
rollout, it is important to keep in mind that a partial installation can produce less than optimal results due to the mix
of different APs in close proximity to each other. The true benefits and performance of an Aerohive WLAN can only
be realized when the deployment is complete.
The installation of the Aerohive VPN gateway will be at the headquarters building, where the corporate servers (files,
email, user database, inventory database and so on) are located.
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